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Foreword
“Driving sustainable local energy transition through small scale embedded generation”
The South African energy transition is well underway, and the acceleration of Small-Scale Embedded Generation
(SSEG) is contributing significantly towards it. The increasing installation of embedded generation, particularly
solar rooftop PV is a reality that municipal distributors have to adjust to. In this regard, municipal distributors need
to be prepared so that they can accommodate SSEG in a safe and financially sustainable manner. Additionally,
we need to ensure that the benefits of SSEG are harnessed, and any negative technical or financial impacts are
mitigated.
The South African Local Government Association (SALGA) in collaboration with Sustainable Energy Africa (SEA),
the Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE) and the South African-German Energy Programme
(GIZ-SAGEN) under the SSEG Support Programme, have developed a practical guideline to help municipalities
establish and improve their current SSEG processes. This guideline outlines the high-level institutional, operational
and staff changes required to accommodate SSEG safely onto the municipal network. It further highlights the
processes and resource documents endorsed by SALGA and the Association of Municipal Electricity Utilities
(AMEU) for this purpose; as well as outlining the support facilities and resources that are available to support
municipalities to achieve SSEG readiness.
In pursuit of the SALGA Energy Summit Declaration of 2018, we encourage our members to use this valuable
implementation guide as a resource towards furthering their energy transitions.

Mr Xolile George
Chief Executive Officer,
South African Local Government Association (SALGA)

Message of Support
As the Small-Scale Embedded Generation (SSEG) market segment grows, it is vital that municipalities are prepared
for the challenges that come with the acceleration of embedded generator installations.
It is important to acknowledge and praise the team who successfully developed this SSEG Guide for South
African Municipal Distributors and commend the practical and proactive steps taken to ensure municipalities are
ready to capitalise on the burgeoning SSEG market segment.
There are significant benefits to the increased uptake of SSEG, but to realise these fully, municipalities and
installers must be trained on the topic and supported with comprehensive guidelines and resources. The Guide
for South African Municipal Distributors sets the foundation and will assist distributors to take advantage of the
growth in the sector.
This resource is user-friendly and comprehensive and outlines the high-level institutional and operational
changes that are necessary. Practicalities of the processes, requirements, documents, and capacity needed to
accommodate SSEG onto the network are all outlined as well as detailing the documents endorsed by SALGA
and the AMEU to accommodate SSEG onto the network without negative technical or financial impacts.
Capacity building of our members has always been a key goal for the Association, and the SAPVIA PV GreenCard
programme is built to support and promote safe and quality installations and will further complement the
ambitions of this guide. The PV GreenCard programme is based on training, accreditation, standardisation and
documentation of embedded solar PV installations. There are currently 320 installation companies registered with
some 1200 installers trained across the country through the programme.
I am certain that the SAPVIA PV GreenCard programme combined with the Guide for South African Municipal
Distributors will ensure that we build a viable and sustainable SSEG market segment.

Mr Niveshen Govender
Chief Operations Officer (COO),
South African Photovoltaic Industry Association (SAPVIA)

Promoting safe quality Solar PV Installations
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1. Introduction

3280 INSTALLATIONS ACROSS SIZE CATEGORIES
1850

1.1. SSEG installations in municipal distributor areas
are accelerating
The acceleration of embedded generator installations, particularly solar photovoltaics (PV), is a trend municipal
distributors across the country are having to adjust to. Much of this is small-scale embedded generation (SSEG),
which is up to 1 MW in capacity. This trend is expected to continue as solar PV prices decrease and Eskom power
prices rise steadily, which corresponds with a global acceleration of such installations. Some distributors are
reporting as much as a doubling of numbers of SSEG systems each year. While these developments have many
benefits, accelerating SSEG connections can bring a range of challenges to municipal distributors, including
technical, financial and staff capacity issues.
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1.2. Installed capacity of SSEG
The South African Local Government Association (SALGA) recently conducted a survey to estimate total installed
SSEG capacity in municipal distributor areas, and whether such distributors have processes in place to assess and
accept suitable systems onto their networks. The report, Status of Small-Scale Embedded Generation (SSEG) In South
African Municipalities - November 2020 (SALGA), estimates total official registered SSEG installation numbers at 3 280
as of November 2020 (Figure 1), with an estimated capacity of 282 MW. However, the actual number of systems
installed – registered (legal) and unregistered (illegal) – is likely to be much higher than this. Considering data
uncertainties, the SALGA report estimates conservatively the total number of SSEG systems to be about 13 000,
amounting to about 330 MW installed capacity in municipal distribution areas. It also acknowledges that these
figures could be much higher – for example, one study in the City of Johannesburg suggest over 30 000 systems
in this metro alone (PEETS 2020), and some industry experts estimates indicate totals of as much as 700 MW
across the country.
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Figure 1: Total Number of registered SSEG installations for different
generator size categories in allmunicipalities (SALGA 2020)

1.3. Municipal distributor response to SSEG to date
The SALGA report shows that some municipal distributors have responded to the increasing presence of SSEGs
as of November 2020, having formal SSEG application processes in place or otherwise accommodating SSEG, but
66% (109 out of 165 licensed distributors) had not (Figure 2). For more information on SSEG in municipalities, refer
to: SALGA 2020. Status of Small-Scale Embedded Generation (SSEG) In South African Municipalities – November
2020. South African Local Government Association, Tshwane.

Figure 2: Overview of National SSEG Uptake in Municipalities
(SALGA 2020)
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1.4. Technical and revenue impact considerations for
distributors
SMALL SCALE EMBEDDED
GENERATION
VIDEO for a quick overview of SSEG in
Municipal Distributor Areas.
Produced specifically for use by
South African Municipal Distributors –
covers all key aspects of SSEG trends,
technologies, revenue impact and
customer business case, including
how distributors can respond.
https://youtu.be/_HQdd6Qh31o

Municipal distributors clearly need to respond to the growing presence of SSEG on their networks. Indeed, distributors
are obliged to provide “open and non-discriminatory access” to the network for such generators (Distribution Network
Code para 4(1)). On the one hand, responding positively to these developments has the potential to be of benefit to
the municipality, the customer and the local economy if handled properly. On the other hand, having generators at the
customer end of the network is new to many municipal distributors, and there may be concerns around safety, power
quality and revenue impact from the increased presence of SSEG on their networks, amongst other things.
It has been found that the worst approach for a distributor is to do nothing – to have no application process or SSEG
tariff in place. In these situations, illegal systems tend to flourish, there is no control of important technical aspects, and
revenue impact is worsened – sometimes through illegally reversing meters.

1.5. Ready-to-use standards, specifications and
approaches
Significant work has been undertaken in recent years to ensure that the necessary standards, specifications and
approaches are available to enable SSEG connections in a responsible, technically sound and legal manner. In addition,
SSEG tariff setting approaches have been developed which recover network costs for the distributor yet are fair to the
customer and are in keeping with NERSA tariff setting principles. These approaches and documents are described later
in this document.

1.6. Purpose of this guide
This document describes how municipal distributors can adjust to a future where SSEG is a more significant part of their
network. It starts by outlining the high-level institutional and operational changes that are necessary, and then moves
to the practicalities of the processes, requirements, documents, and capacity needed to accommodate SSEG onto the
network without negative technical or financial impacts. It describes the documents endorsed by SALGA and the AMEU
for this purpose, as well as noting the capacity building support available.
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2. Becoming an SSEG-ready municipal
distributor: Process of change
2.1. Establishing the basics (first steps) and the move to
full municipal SSEG readiness
There are a number of steps which can be implemented in the short term for a municipal distributor to respond to the
current SSEG installation trends. These are relatively easy to do, and documentation and other support is available for
this. Other measures to become fully SSEG-ready such as changes to the organogram, generally take longer. Given that
the rollout of SSEG is not waiting for municipal distributor readiness, it is advisable to start with the first steps without
delay. Overall, municipal readiness can be described in these categories:

SSEG READINESS

INSTITUTIONAL

OPERATIONAL

STAFF

y documentation
y bi-directional meters
y tarrifs

assessing
SSEG
applications

A Institutional readiness
A key first step is to develop an SSEG policy which specifies what the distributor allows, does not allow, and the
application process for customers to seek permission to install. An existing AMEU-SALGA endorsed SSEG policy
document can be customised for this purpose. This policy can be communicated to customers and installers as an
informal guide even before it has formal approval from Council (remember that SSEG installations are usually not
waiting for the distributor to be formally ready).
In the longer term, the municipal organogram should reflect SSEG (and other sustainable energy) needs, relevant key
performance indicators (KPIs) may be introduced for senior staff, and an SSEG by-law amendment should be passed to
make the policy legally binding on customers. SSEG policy should also be integrated with broader municipal policies,
such as around climate change and the green economy.

AMEU-SALGA
endorsed SSEG policy
document

y organogram
y by-law amendment
y integrated policy

y billing system
y record keeping

staff
development

B Operational readiness
As a first step, the necessary documentation can relatively quickly be put in place – such a set has been developed
and endorsed by AMEU and SALGA for use, including an SSEG Application Form, Technical Requirements for SSEG
document (which notes all standards and specifications to be complied with), and a Commissioning Report, amongst
others. In order to accept reverse feed from SSEG customers (which is recommended), bi-directional meters should
be procured. Suitable SSEG tariffs should also be developed for submission to the National Energy Regulator of South
Africa (NERSA).
3
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In the longer term, in addition to the above, full billing system integration of SSEG metering and tariffs is necessary,
and an SSEG record keeping system should be in place. The record keeping is both to collect data on SSEG capacity,
etc., which will also be required by NERSA periodically, and to note where the SSEG is on the network to ensure local
hosting capacity is not exceeded (note that some municipalities use their Enterprise Management System software for
such record keeping purposes).

C Staff readiness
“Establishing a basic, functioning
SSEG application process
can relatively easily be done
by the Electricity (or Energy)
Department, and is generally
within their mandate.”

As a first step, staff need to be trained in assessing SSEG applications for permission to connect using the AMEUSALGA endorsed SSEG Application form, Requirements document, etc.
In the longer term, staff should be capacitated on all aspects of SSEG, including knowing how to deal with complex,
non-standard applications; specifying and assessing grid impact studies etc.

2.2. How to proceed?
In general, most of the first steps noted can relatively easily be mandated and achieved within the Electricity (or
Energy) Department. It is beneficial however, to have full municipal buy-in for the process early on so that when
policies and by-laws are presented to the Management Committee (Mancom), Portfolio Committees or Mayoral
Committees, the members of these bodies are informed and are supportive. A sensible approach may therefore be:
Start implementing the First Steps noted above, such as:
y Identify relevant staff to send on SSEG training which is available:


SSEG technical training and SSEG application processing



SSEG tariff development training - for tariff submission to NERSA

y Customise and adopt the AMEU-SALGA endorsed SSEG documentation and forms
Submit an item for noting to Council on the Electricity (or Energy) Departmental SSEG intentions, to prepare
them for future submissions.
Proceed with council submission of SSEG Policy and by-law when appropriate.
The flowchart below (Figure 3) provides more detail on the action areas in the three categories of municipal
distributor readiness, together with available support resources. Step-by-step implementation information is provided
in the following sections.
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Figure 3. Municipal Distributor Small-Scale Embedded Generation Readiness (implementation support in following pages)
ALIGNMENT WITH CLIMATE CHANGE /GREEN ECONOMY/NEW BUSINESS MODEL/IDP ETC STRATEGIES

1
INSTITUTIONAL
READINESS
(policy, strategy,
organogram, etc.)

OPERATIONAL
READINESS
(processes,
documents, forms,
standards, tariffs,
meters)

STAFF
READINESS
(capacity and
training)

First Steps
(Easy to achieve in short-term)

2

Full readiness
(SSEG integrated into organisation and staff
capacitated accordingly)

Support available

y Develop SSEG Policy: this specifies
the conditions that need to be
complied with for the municipality to
accept SSEG onto the network, what
is not allowed, and the process for
applying to connect SSEG
y Council approval of SSEG Policy
y Senior management informed (Munic
Manager, CFO, Directors etc)

y Policy alignment across relevant municipal
departments, IDP etc
y Municipal Organogram reflects sustainable
energy and SSEG needs
y Senior staff KPIs reflect SSEG objectives
(in SDBIP)
y SSEG By-law approved by Council

y Draft SSEG policy: Generic policy is available for customising
by municipalities, including all the necessary conditions and
information
y Training conducted: where policies are customised by
municipal staff
y Council/Management SSEG info sessions: Support staff can
hold info sessions on request. Videos also available.
y Draft SSEG by-law: By-law to enforce SSEG policy available
and reviewed by legal expertise

y Adopt AMEU-SALGA Resource Pack
(customise as necessary):
 SSEG Requirements document
 Application Form
 Assessment checklist
 SSEG customer contract, etc
y SSEG Tariff developed and submitted to
NERSA (tariff training available)
y Procure bi-directional meters

y All necessary documentation, processes and
forms in place
y Approved and optimised SSEG Tariff
y Billing system integration with SSEG Tariff
y Record keeping system established:
documentation of SSEG specs, location on
network

y SALGA-AMEU SSEG Resource Pack customisable by
municipalities – contains all necessary documents, forms
and templates
y Training conducted: SALGA-AMEU Resource Pack is
customised, SSEG assessment capacity built
y SSEG Tariff setting training and workshop, using NERSA tariff
principles and monitoring municipal revenue protection
y Bi-directional metering training
y SSEG Record Keeping templates

y Attend SSEG training: general technical
and application processing
y Ongoing specialist SSEG training: grid
impact, bi-directional metering

y Staff competent in handling all SSEG
applications and specifying grid impact
studies if needed
y Job descriptions reflect SSEG functions

y SSEG Application Processing training staff are able to assess
an SSEG application for suitability to connect to the network,
and grant the necessary permission
y Specialist trainings conducted: such as grid impact studies,
bi-directional metering
y Ongoing technical support: ongoing support is provided for
complicated applications or other emerging issues
5
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2.3. Step-by-step guide
This section provides more detail on implementing both the first steps and longer-term actions discussed earlier and notes the
support available in these areas.

Develop an SSEG policy, including the technical ‘requirements’ document
This is a good starting point for a municipal distributor. It clarifies what SSEG sizes and parameters the distributor will and
will not allow, as well as the process of applying for permission to connect. It is usually in two parts:
1.

Overarching SSEG Policy, setting the distributor SSEG intentions and policy principles.

2.

Requirements for SSEG document, which is an appendix to the overarching policy and contains all technical parameters,
standards and specifications that are to be complied, including the NRS097 series, SANS10142 and others. This document
needs to be comprehensive yet clear for customers and installers. It is one of the most important documents in a municipal
distributor’s SSEG process

Notes:

6

y

The ‘Requirements’ document forms an appendix to the overarching policy because it is then easy to update as technology
or legislation changes, without going through a council process.

y

To make the policy legally binding for customers, a by-law amendment is necessary (see later).

Small-Scale Embedded Generation Guide for South African Municipal Distributors

Customisable templates and
support available

Figure 4: Overarching SSEG Policy

SSEG policy typically has 2 components:

1
2

Overarching SSEG Policy:
Clarifies municipal intentions
regarding SSEG, in keeping
with national regulatory
frameworks, and states
municipal SSEG policy
principles

https://www.sseg.org.za/small-scale-embeddedgeneration-policy/
Requirements for SSEG
Document
(Appendix to over-arching
policy): this is an integral
part of the policy and
contains all of the technical
and other detailed
requirements relating
to SSEG. It should be an
Appendix to the Policy
because then it can be
updated as national
legislation and other
technical aspects change
without a full council and
public participation process.

https://www.sseg.
org.za/ameu-salgasseg-requirementsfor-embeddedgeneration/

OVERARCHING SSEG POLICY
Purpose:
y States the municipality’s intentions and policy principles
regarding SSEG
Content:
y National regulatory environment
y SSEG definition
y Policy principles applicable, including
 Distributor is accepting SSEG
 Permission is required to connect
y Compliance with the Requirements Document (which is an
Appendix to this policy)
y SSEG tariffs to be applied
y Contractual agreements necessary between the customer and
the distributor
y Responsibilities within the municipality

SSEG REQUIREMENTS (APPENDIX TO POLICY)
Purpose:
y Specify technical and other details of what SSEG the
municipality allows, does not allow, and the process for
application
Content:
y Technical compliance requirements for connection to ensure:
 Safety of installations
 Power quality
y Applicable specifications and standards
(NRS097, SANS10142 etc)
y Licensing and registration requirements
y Options when technical parameters are exceeded
y Application process details

SALGA-AMEU Template available can be easily
customised and adopted

Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU

https://www.sseg.org.za/small-scale-embeddedgeneration-policy/

SALGA-AMEU Template available can be easily
customised and adopted

Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU

https://www.sseg.org.za/ameu-salga-ssegrequirements-for-embedded-generation/
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Figure 5: Requirements for SSEG document

The Requirements for SSEG
Document draws on a range
of technical specifications and
standards. The key ones are
described here.
Note that the NRS 097-2
documents are industry
specifications, not national
standards, and thus are not
automatically mandatory.
The distributor makes them
mandatory through their
inclusion in policy, and
enforcement of the policy
via a by-law.

NRS 097-2-1: SSEG UTILITY INTERFACE
This specification covers the power quality and safety
aspects of the SSEG at the point of utility connection
For PV systems, all inverters are required to be certified
for compliance with this specification
Content:
y Power quality (parameters in accordance with
NRS048), including
 Voltage ranges, unbalance, harmonics, fault
levels, DC injection, flicker etc
y Synchronisation with the utility power
y Safety disconnect, in particular anti-islanding
y Labelling requirements

NRS 097-2-1:2017

Edition 2.1

GRID INTERCONNECTION OF EMBEDDED
GENERATION

PART 2: SMALL-SCALE EMBEDDED
GENERATION

SANS 10142-1-2 THE WIRING OF PREMISES:
Specific requirements for embedded generation
installations connected to the low voltage distribution
network
(DRAFT – not yet released as of end 2020)
This standard ensures safe operation of embedded
generators under normal and fault conditions
It covers the installation and wiring of all aspects of
embedded generators, including storage, up to the
point of utility connection

SECTION 1: UTILITY INTERFACE

This document is not a South African National Standard

https://www.sseg.org.za/grid-interconnection-of-embedded-generation-nrs-097-2-12017/

NRS 097-2-3: SIMPLIFIED UTILITY CONNECTION
CRITERIA FOR LOW VOLTAGE GENERATORS
This specification details generation sizes (individual and
cumulative) that can be installed without negative grid
impacts (and without having to do detailed grid studies)
Content:
y Shared feeder SSEG size limitations
y Dedicated feeder SSEG size limitations
y Flowchart to aid decision on ability to connect

ISBN 978-0-626-29938-5

NRS 097-2-3:2014
Edition 1

GRID INTERCONNECTION OF EMBEDDED
GENERATION
Part 2: Small-scale embedded generation
Section 3: Simplified utility connection criteria
for low-voltage connected generators

This document does not have the status of a South African National Standard.

Note: If an SSEG falls outside of these
parameters, this does not mean it should
be refused, but rather that more detailed studies need to be done.

N R S

https://www.sseg.org.za/grid-interconnection-of-embedded-generation/

OTHER RELEVANT STANDARDS
Grid Connection Code Requirements For
Renewable Power Plants: the NRS 097 documents
reflect the provisions of the Grid Code (in case of
conflict, the Grid Code takes precedence, as it is a
mandatory document)
NRS 048 – Power Quality: The NRS 097-2-1 reflects
the provisions in this document
https://www.sseg.org.za/ameu-salga-ssegrequirements-for-embedded-generation/

https://www.sseg.org.za/ameu-salga-ssegrequirements-for-embedded-generation/
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What size PV SSEG systems can connect to a distribution network?

Distributors need to check several parameters before they approve the connection of an SSEG. Below is an indication of systems that will
typically be accepted for connection:
CUSTOMERS ON SHARED FEEDERS:

CUSTOMERS ON DEDICATED FEEDERS:

Other checks to be done:

KEY CRITERION: SSEG maximum size is 25%
of circuit breaker capacity

KEY CRITERION: SSEG maximum size is
75% of Notified Maximum Demand (NMD)

Residential Example 1: 60 Amp 1-phase supply
Max SSEG size 3.5kWp

Small Commercial Example: NMD: 450kVA
Max SSEG size 337kWp

(if SSEG systems do not comply with the
below, they may be refused permission
to connect, even if they are within the
acceptable size limits)

Residential Example 2: 80 Amp 3-phase supply
Max SSEG size: 13.8kWp

Large Commercial Example: NMD: 3500kVA
Grid Study needed for SSEG over 350kVA

1.

Inverter certification (NRS097-2-1)

2.

Total SSEG capacity of transformer and feeder not
exceeded (NRS097-2-3)

3.

NERSA registration/license compliance

4.

<350kVA (otherwise impact study needed)

5.

LV connected (MV systems need impact study)

6.

Fault level, earthing, phase balancing

7.

Net consumer or net generator

11
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How to develop a process to assess and approve SSEG applications from
customers
The following three documents are important in this regard:

12

1.

SSEG Application Form – the customer and/or installer fills this in. It contains enough information for the distributor to
determine if the SSEG can be connected without any negative impact.

2.

Application Assessment Control Document (Checklist) – used by the municipal distributor to check all important
parameters of the proposed SSEG for compliance and undertake the necessary calculations regarding potential impact
on the local network. A spreadsheet version is also available, which performs these calculations automatically.

3.

SSEG Commissioning Report – filled in by the customer or installer after installation is complete and signed off by
a ‘Competent Person” to verify that the as-built system complies with the applicable requirements, standards and
specifications. Municipalities define a ‘Competent Person’ differently, with some requiring a Pr.Eng or Pr.Tech.Eng to
sign off, for example, and others allowing a suitably certified installer to do this. From a legal standpoint, both of these
approaches are acceptable (see Municipal Legal Framework Applicable to Small-Scale Embedded Generation. Cliffe Dekker
Hofmeyr, SALGA, 2018).
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Figure 6: Develop a process to assess and approve SSEG applications

1
2
3

SSEG Application
form:

Includes all information
needed to check
suitability for connection

Application
Assessment
Control Document
(Checklist):
Guides the distributor
through all aspects of
proposed SSEG systems
that need to be checked.
Spreadsheet Version also
available

SSEG
Commissioning
Report:
To be filled in to confirm
compliance once
installation is complete

Municipal logo

SSEG APPLICATION CONTROL DOCUMENT
This Control Document is to be attached to each SSEG application.
Application from (name):
Check

Date:


Comments/Notes

…………………………………………………… (main responsibility for assessing applications)
RECEIVE APPLICATION FORM

1. All information completed?
2. Other Departmental permissions obtained? (as
necessary)
3. Installer accreditation? (if required)
4. Net consumer?

To estimate:
SSEG output: SSEG kVA * 5 sunshine hours * 30
days/month: ________________kWh/month
Above kWh/month should be less than average
monthly electricity bill

5. NERSA license needed?
6. Attachments supplied:
6.1. NRS097-2-1 Test Certificate?
6.2. Preliminary circuit diagram (if >100kVA)
Notes/comments

Initial

EVALUATION OF APPLICATION AS PER NRS097-2-1 and NRS097-2-3
(Note: consult these standards where necessary or for queries)
1. Basic compliance with NRS097-2-1:
1.1. Earthing arrangements adequate?
1.2. Test Certificate according to NRS097-2-1
adequate, from accredited test house? OR
1.3. On approved inverter list? OR
1.4. Other adequate protection information
provided?
1.5. If storage connected in parallel to EG via
separate storage inverter: separate inverter
NRS097-2-1 certification?
Notes/comments

Initial

APPLICATION ASSESSMENT CONTROL DOCUMENT
(HARDCOPY AND SPREADSHEET VERSION)
Purpose: Ensure that all necessary checks are complete before an
application is approved / disapproved
Content:
y Checks that network can host SSEG without negative impacts
y Checks that standards and specifications are complied with
y Ensures fair allocation of hosting capacity amongst customers
y Spreadsheet version: undertakes necessary calcs automatically

COMMISSIONING REPORT
Purpose: Filled in and signed by ‘Competent Person’ once installation is
complete to verify compliance of as-built system
Content:
y Checks that system components accord with approved system
y Checks compulsory signage in place
y Checks compliance with standards, NERSA requirements etc
y Verified by responsible ‘Competent Person’ for compliance

Customisable templates and
support available
SALGA-AMEU Template can be customised and adapted
TRAINING AVAILABLE TO CUSTOMISE AND USE ALL FORMS AND DOCUMENTS

SSEG APPLICATION FORM TO BE FILLED IN BY THE
CUSTOMER / INSTALLER
Purpos Purpose: Includes all the information needed for the distributor
to check that the SSEG can be connected without any adverse impacts
Content:
y Customer and installer details
y Technical parameters of the proposed SSEG
y Estimated generation outputs
y Compliance with standards and specifications
y Declaration of compliance with distributor requirements

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS ARE
NECESSARY:

Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU
https://www.sseg.org.za/ameu-salga-sseg-application-form/

SALGA-AMEU Template can be customised and adapted

Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU
https://www.sseg.org.za/sseg-application-control-document/
https://www.sseg.org.za/sseg-assessment-spreadsheet-trialversion/

SALGA-AMEU Template can be customised and adapted

Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU
https://www.sseg.org.za/ameu-salga-sseg-commissioningreport/
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Establishing the necessary legal framework
1.

It is required by law that SSEG customers sign a contract with the municipal distributor. An AMEU-SALGA
endorsed contract has been developed for this purpose. It combines all the items that were previously covered
in separate Connection Agreements and Supplemental Contracts.

2.

An SSEG Electricity By-Law amendment is necessary to make the municipal distributors SSEG Policy legally
binding for customers. This amendment does not need to be in place before SSEG applications are accepted,
and many municipalities run a well-functioning SSEG process while the by-law amendment is undergoing the
(often slow) formal approval and adoption process.

Refer to Figure 7 for schematic and more information.
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Figure 7: How to ensure the necessary Legal Framework is in place

THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS ARE NECESSARY:

1
2

(Municipal logo)

Contract for
Connection of SSEG
Between the customer and
the distributor:
Covers the requirements of
both a Connection Agreement
and a Supplemental Contract

SSEG By-Law:
Provides Electricity By-law
amendment text that makes
compliance with distributor
SSEG policy legally binding on
the customer

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS: CONTRACT FOR CONNECTION OF
AN EMBEDDED GENERATOR
Entered into between _________________Municipality (hereinafter referred to as the
“Municipality”)
and
Municipal Electricity Customers with Embedded Generators installed that have been approved by
the Municipality (hereinafter referred to as the “Customer”)

1. INTRODUCTION
WHEREAS the Customer has applied to the Municipality for the connection of an Embedded
Generator to the Distribution Network and the Municipality is prepared to approve the connection in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Contract.
AND WHEREAS the Parties wish to record their agreement in respect of the terms and conditions
governing: (i) physical connection of the Embedded Generator to the Distribution Network; (ii) access
to and use by the Customer of the Distribution Network in connection with its generation undertaking
at the Embedded Generator; and (iii) the operational interface between the Embedded Generator
and the Distribution Network.
2. DEFINITIONS
In this Contract the following words and expressions shall have the meanings hereby assigned to them
except where the context otherwise requires:
1.1.

“Anti-Islanding” means the ability of the Embedded Generator to instantly automatically
disconnect the generator from connection to the Distribution Network whenever the
Distribution Network has lost the supply of power from the national electricity grid, thus
preventing the export of electricity to the Distribution Network from the Embedded
Generator. This is done primarily to protect municipal workers who may be working on
the municipal electrical grid and who may be unaware that the municipal electrical grid is
still being energized by the Embedded Generator.

1.2.

“Application Form” means the official municipal Application Form to apply for the
connection of an embedded generator to be filled in by the Customer

1.3.

"Certificate of Compliance" means a certificate of compliance issued in terms of the
Electrical Installation Regulations, 2009, issued in terms of the Occupation Health and
Safety Act (Act 85 of 1993).

Contract for the Connection of an Embedded Generator (Feb 2021)

Prepared by Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr Inc. as part of a legal framework review applicable to Small Scale
Embedded Generation undertaken for Sustainable Energy Africa as a part of the SAGEN
Programme. For the overarching Legal Report: Municipal Legal Framework Applicable to Small
Scale Embedded Generation visit www.sseg.org.za.
Acknowledgement: The by-law text in this document draws extensively on the GreenCape by-law
guidelines document.
Note that this document is provided as guidance, and municipal distributors need to take
responsibility for checking that it meets their requirements in this regard before adopting.
February 2020
for

****** Municipality
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the by-law is to effectively regulate the connection of embedded generation systems
to the municipal distribution system.
DEFINITIONS
For purposes of this by-law, the following definitions shall apply (and cognate expressions shall have
similar meanings) —
embedded generation systems

electrical power generation units connected directly to the
distribution system or connected to the distribution system on
the customer side of the meter

ERA

Electricity Regulation Act, No 4 of 2006

municipality

a municipality that has executive authority to perform electrical
reticulation services in its area of jurisdiction

NERSA

the National Energy Regulator of South Africa

reticulation

The trading or distribution of electricity and includes services
associated therewith

SSEG

power generation of less than 1000kVA (1MVA)

1

INFORMATION DOCUMENT:
Municipal Legal Framework Applicable to
Small-Scale Embedded Generation

Legal Framework
Applicable to SSEG:

Municipal Legal Framework Applicable
to Small-Scale Embedded Generation
30 November 2018

Covers all relevant national and
local legislative frameworks that
apply to SSEG

§
1

Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU

https://www.sseg.org.za/contract-for-connectionof-an-embedded-generator/

page 1

CONNECTION OF SMALL-SCALE EMBEDDED GENERATION TO A MUNICIPAL
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM: ELECTRICITY SUPPLY BY-LAW

SSEG By-Law Template

CONTRACT FOR CONNECTION OF SSEG TO BE SIGNED BY
THE CUSTOMER AND DISTRIBUTOR
Purpose: Specifies and makes binding the rights and
obligations of both the customer and the distributor.
Content:
y Includes both the requirements of a Connection
Agreement and Supplemental Contract in one
document.
Developed for distributors by Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.

Customisable templates and
support available

SSEG BY-LAW (AMENDMENT)
Purpose: Makes the provisions in the distributors SSEG Policy
legally binding upon customers
Content:
y Asserts that customers are not allowed to connect SSEG
without express permission of the distributor
y Requires that the distributors policy regarding SSEG be
complied with
Developed for distributors by Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr.

MUNICIPAL LEGAL FRAMEWORK APPLICABLE TO
SMALL-SCALE EMBEDDED GENERATION
Purpose: Contextualises all SSEG by-law and policy guidelines
within relevant national and local legislative frameworks.
Content:
y Clarifies the purpose of policies and by-laws around SSEG
y Reviews key aspects of national and local legislation
(Constitution, OHS Act, ERA, MSA etc), and notes their
relevance to SSEG
Developed for distributors by Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (SALGA 2018b).

Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU

https://www.sseg.org.za/sseg-electricity-supply-bylawamendment-guide/

Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU

https://www.sseg.org.za/municipal-legal-frameworkapplicable-to-small-scale-embedded-generation/
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Develop tariffs for SSEG
A sensible SSEG tariff will ensure that customers with SSEG continue to contribute their share of network fixed and
variable costs. A balanced tariff also considers the interests of the customer and their SSEG business case. An SSEG
tariff typically includes a fixed charge, variable charge, and export credit. It is recommended that export is accepted
and credited by municipal distributors, as this has advantages for both the distributor (who on-sells this power at a
profit) and the customer, whose business case is improved by such credit. Training on SSEG tariff setting is available,
supported by a spreadsheet tool developed for this purpose. SSEG tariffs need to comply with NERSA tariff principles
and rules.
Refer to Figure 8 for schematic and more information.
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Customisable templates and
support available

Figure 8. Setting tariffs for SSEG

SSEG Tariff Setting Guidelines

Information document:

senilediuG ffiraT )GESS( noitareneG deddebmE elacS-llamS
.sffirat GESS laitini gnittes htiw seitilapicinum ediug ot tniop gnitrats a sa sevres tnemucod sihT

:ytivitcelfer-tsoc si gnittes ffirat rof elpicnirp gnihcrarevo ehT
,elpmaxe roF .dereviled ecivres eht fo stsoc lautca eht no desab si taht eno si ffirat evitcelfer-tsoc A
krowten .e.i( stsoc dexif eht tcelfer yllaedi dluohs remotsuc a ot segrahc )ylhtnom cisab( dexif eht
denimreted eb nac stsoc esehT .remotsuc eht gniylppus fo ).cte gniretem ,gnillib ,ecnanetniam
.yrogetac remotsuc rep stsoc dexif hcus senimreted taht yduts ’ylppuS fo tsoC‘ a hguorht
tcapmi euneveR

SSEG Tariff Setting
Guidelines:
An overview of setting appropriate
tariffs for SSEG

.noitcuder eunever tnacifingis ot dael lliw snoitallatsni GESS taht denrecnoc netfo era seitilapicinuM
lapicinum taht erusne ot sffirat GESS desoporp tnereffid fo tcapmi eunever eht kcehc ot lufesu si tI
.1tuollor GESS yb dedore gnieb ton si emocni
lartuen eb nac snoitallatsni GESS morf tcapmi eunever ,sffirat thgir eht htiW

esaerceD
stsoc ni

ni tluser snoitallatsni GESS
eunever ni sesaerced htob
eht rof stsoc decuder DNA
gnitteS .ytilapicinum
secnalab sffirat elbatius
eunever lapicinum os eseht
.detcetorp si

noitcudeR
eunever ni

eunever lapicinum no tcapmi remotsuc GESS gnitceffa srotcaF :1 erugiF
senilediuG ledoM tcapmI euneveR GESS ZIG / AGLAS :ecruoS

Purpose: Explain how suitable SSEG tariffs can be set:
y To be cost reflective
y To protect municipal revenue
y To be fair to the customer
Content:
y Tariff structures suitable for SSEG
y The use of fixed and variable charges
y Revenue impact case studies

https://www.sseg.org.za/ameu-salga-sseg-requirementshttps://www.sseg.org.za/tariffs/
for-embedded-generation/

tcapmI euneveR AGLAS ,ZIG ,siseneG :esoprup siht rof depoleved loot teehsdaerps a gnisu enod eb nac sihT 1
5=yrogetac&734=di?php.elifteg/az.gro.ygreneytic//:ptth :enilno elbaliavA ,looT

Developed by

Tariff setting model:

We thank the following stakeholders for input provided

Main Menu

Revenue from
other customers

Printable report

Standard model
inputs

SSEG tariff modelling
spreadsheet:
Enables distributors to assess the
suitability of different tariffs for their
customer base

Solar PV output
Financial impact
model results

User
instructions
Advanced
model inputs

VOS

Prodn and
Consm

Customer load
usage profiles
Business case
results

PV prodn for 25
years

NPV calculations

SSEG tariff modelling spreadsheet
Purpose: Support tariff setting by modelling impact of
different tariffs on distributor and customer

Training available to develop suitable
tariffs using the spreadsheet model

Avg tariff calc

Revenue from
SSEG
customers

Method:
y Uses actual customer data from distributor
y Checks revenue impact for different tariffs
y Allows different tariff structures
y Cost-of-supply data included if available
y Allows advanced load and financial inputs

Video:

VIDEO: How to set Solar PV
SSEG Tariffs

How to Set Solar PV SSEG
Tariffs (10min)

Produced specifically for South African Municipal
Distributors to cover the basic principles of SSEG
tariff setting

https://www.sseg.org.za/municipal-revenue-impacts/
revenue-impact-tool/

Tariff setting accords with NERSA
tariff principles
https://www.sseg.org.za/municipal-revenue-impacts/
revenue-impact-tool/

https://youtube/v0ra-NFqByY
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Specifying and evaluating grid impact studies
Grid impact studies need to be conducted (usually by the customer) if the SSEG application assessment reveals
that the parameters of the NRS097-2-3 Simplified Connection Criteria specification (which is referred to in the
Requirements for SSEG policy document) have been exceeded, and therefore the potential for negative grid impact
exists. Useful tools available for this are:
1.

Grid Impact Study Specification Guide – allows a municipal distributor to specify the parameters and acceptable
ranges to be used in such a study (such as voltages, thermal ratings, fault levels, generator rejection etc.).

2.

Grid Study Check sheet – provides distributors a systematic way of assessing a grid impact study presented to
them.

3.

Recommended practice for assessing connection of SSEG – describes a simple hand calculation and lookup
table grid study methodology for SSEG up to 600kVA (beyond this a full study using simulation software will be
necessary). Developed by MPE (2018).

Refer to Figure 9 for schematic and more information.
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Figure 9. Undertaking Grid Impact Studies for SSEG where more detailed assessments
are required

1
2
3

The following documents are useful:
Grid Impact Study Specification Guide
This document sets out parameters and functionality to be checked in assessing whether an
embedded generator can be connected to a distribution network. It also stipulates methodologies
considered acceptable, and reporting requirements. Detailed assessments as covered by this
document are normally only required where parameters of the NRS097-2-3 have been exceeded.

Grid Impact Study
Specification Guide:

Date
Municipal contact person
Customer
Proposed embedded generator kVA
Generator type (PV, wind, diesel etc)

Reason for requiring generator grid impact / connection study

1.1. The assessment is to demonstrate that network operational and other parameters will
remain within acceptable ranges should the proposed generator be connected (typical
acceptable ranges of network parameters are provided in Annex A, with reference to
NRS048 and NRS097 primarily).
1.2. Study elements and methods
1.2.1.Loadflow, voltage change, and short-circuit studies are typically a minimum
requirement for such studies. Protection coordination should also be looked at (see
later). Power quality and other assessments may be needed in some circumstances
(see section 2).
1.2.2.Where reverse feed is reliably blocked, only limited studies will be required (see
section 2)
1.2.3.The hand calculation method 1 for connection assessment may be used where
proposed generators are no larger than 600kVA and connected at LV
1.3. Study coverage
1.3.1.The study is to be undertaken for the network to at least one voltage level above
voltage where generator is connected.
1.3.2.If reverse feed through transformers is expected, then the study needs to check for
impact further up the network – beyond the transformer.
1.3.3.Meshed networks – need to consider impact on all relevant mesh branches
1.3.4.Simulation studies need to consider potential network outages (e.g. cable failure on
one side of a ring feeder).

To instruct customers on parameters
to be checked in the study

Hand calculation method is described in Recommended practice for assessing the connection of small
generators based on renewable energy sources to low-voltage and medium-voltage municipal grids (Moeller &
Poeller Engineering, May 2018 – Final Draft).

1

Embedded Generator Grid Impact Study: Guide document

1

Sustainable Energy Africa

Doc No:
SEA-20-GIZ-031

Grid Study Checklist

Rev: 3

Distributors can use this document to check that key parameters are covered by grid impact studies undertaken for solar PV SSEG, and are in
acceptable ranges.

Grid Study Checksheet:
For use in assessing studies submitted by
customers

Recommended practice for
assessing connection of SSEG:
A hand-calculation method of assessing
impact of SSEG connection

Video:
Introduction to the Grid
Impact Studies
(10 min)

✓

Generator exceeds NRS097-2-3 size or other parameter limits
Cumulative embedded generation on network exceeds NRS097-2-3 parameters
Other: (detail)

1. Notes on undertaking studies:

Date: 2020/09/01

Reference:

Customer / Project Name:
Generation type:
Basic checks (munic to do):

< 4.6 kVA

> 4.6 kVA

> 350 kVA

> 600 kVA

> 15% MV demand

Generator size (tick):
Cumulative SSEG on network

General comments on the grid impact report (quality, comprehensiveness, demonstrates understanding of requirements etc):

Hand calcs/tables (e.g. MPE method):

Method used (tick):

Network simulation?

Other method? (specify)
Software used
Yes/No
Yes/No

Generator in impact study corresponds to initial SSEG application?
LV network checks

Values for these checks:

LV checks done?

Min load / Min Gen Min load / Max gen Max load / Min gen Max load / Max gen Acceptable? (Y/N) Comment

Maximum voltage on network
Minimum voltage on network
Maximum % loading of equipment (worst case)
∆V [%]
Generation rejection

Fault level at Customer
Fault level at MV infeed
If reverse feed onto MV network (e.g. when cumulative generator capacity > 15% of MV peak demand) MV voltage checks:
MV network checks

Values for these checks:

Yes/No

MV checks done?

Min load / Min Gen Min load / Max gen Max load / Min gen Max load / Max gen Acceptable? (Y/N) Comment

SSEG GRID IMPACT STUDY SPECIFICATION GUIDE
Purpose: Clarifies what parameters are to be checked in a grid impact
study - a distributor provides this document (and necessary network data)
to the customer where grid impact needs to be assessed before an SSEG can
be approved
Content:
y Parameters to be checked in a grid impact study
y Acceptable ranges for these parameters (based on NRS048, NRS097 etc)
y Data that the distributor will need to provide to the customer
GRID STUDY CHECKSHEET
Purpose: To check that relevant parameters in the specification have been
assessed and are in range
Content:
y List of all key parameters and other important checks relevant to an
acceptable study

Customisable templates
and support available
Training available on Grid
Impact Studies
https://www.sseg.org.za/grid-impactstudy-specification-guide/

Specification available
(can be customised)
https://www.sseg.org.za/grid-impactstudy-specification-guide/

Checksheet available
for use

Maximum voltage on network
Minimum voltage on network
Maximum % loading of equipment (worst case)
∆V [%]
Generation rejection
Fault level at Customer
Fault level at HV infeed
Other
Voltage unbalance checked?
Protection coordination OK?

Yes/No

Comments

Yes/No

Comments

Yes/No

Comments

https://www.sseg.org.za/grid-impactstudy-specification-guide/

Signoff/responsible person for report - adequate?
Municipal staff member reviewing report:

Designation:

Date:

Copyright © Route 63 Training and Consulting (Pty) Ltd

Guideline
P13162

Recommended practice for assessing the connection of small
generators based on renewable energy sources to low-voltage and
medium-voltage municipal grids

prepared for
Gesellschaft für intern ationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE FOR ASSESSING THE CONNECTION OF
SMALL GENERATORS BASED ON RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES TO
LOW-VOLTAGE AND MEDIUM-VOLTAGE MUNICIPAL GRIDS (MPE, 2018)
Purpose: Enables an impact study via simple hand calculations and lookup
tables (as opposed to a full grid simulation study)
Content:
y Explains the parameters to be checked
y Steps through a simple impact study methodology, with illustrations

Downloadable
https://www.sseg.org.za/recommendedpractice-for-assessing-the-connection-ofsmall-generators-based-on-renewableenergy-sources-to-low-voltage-andmedium-voltage-municipal-grids/

VIDEO: GRID IMPACT STUDIES FOR SSEG
Produced specifically for South African Municipal Distributors, introducing
what a grid impact study is, when it is needed, and what should be assessed
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jtsCQtbTQgU&t=3s

Procure suitable bi-directional meters
It is generally advisable for municipal distributors to accept SSEG export onto their networks, as this has
financial benefits for both the municipality and customer. Bi-directional meters are necessary for this to
take place. These meters may be relatively simple and cheap or have significant ‘smart’ capabilities which
can integrate with existing or planned municipal distributor smart metering (or Advanced Metering
Infrastructure) functionality. Choice of meter will in part depend on the municipality’s intentions in this
regard.
Refer to Figure 10 for schematic and more information.
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Figure 10. Procuring bi-directional meters for SSEG

Information document:
Metering for Small-Scale Embedded Generation
Information to help municipalities understand and procure suitable SSEG metering systems.
September 2019

Metering for Small-Scale
Embedded Generation
Information to help municipalities
understand and procure suitable
SSEG metering systems.

Abbreviations
AMI
Advanced Metering Infrastructure
AMR Automatic meter Reading
DC
Data Concentrator
DLMS Device Language Message System
PLC
Power Line Communications
SSEG Small-Scale Embedded Generation
STS
Standard Transfer Specification (secure message protocol between a POS
and meter)
TOU Time of Use

Overview
To
enable
Small-Scale
Embedded
Generation (SSEG) on municipal grids,
electricity meters must support biTO ENABLE SSEG ON MUNICIPAL
directional metering with separate import
GRIDS, ELECTRICITY METERS MUST
and export energy registers1. Such meters
SUPPORT BI-DIRECTIONAL
METERING WITH SEPARATE
may be prepayment or post-payment (i.e.
IMPORT AND EXPORT REGISTERS.
credit meters). In the case of meters
employed in post-payment mode, the billing
systems must support reverse-feed tariffs. In the case of smart prepayment
meters, they must support the configuration of charges for export energy. In order
to accommodate SSEG, municipalities should therefore specify and procure the
latest generation meter technologies that support SSEG, or at least prescribe the
minimum specification of meters to be installed by a third party.
Smart meter technologies typically include
communications infrastructure either via
data concentrator devices or point-to-point
communications with a smart meter backoffice system (described later). This
infrastructure is typically referred to as
‘Advanced Metering Infrastructure’ (AMI).
The AMI system offers significant benefits to
the municipality because it provides twoway communications to enable remote
reading of import, export and other

IF A MUNICIPALITY DOES NOT
HAVE SMART METERING
COMMUNICATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURE IN PLACE, NOR
INTENDS TO, SUITABLY
CONFIGURED BI-DIRECTIONAL
PREPAYMENT METERING MAY BE
APPROPRIATE FOR SSEG
CUSTOMERS.

1
Unless reverse-feed is being blocked, which is generally not advisable for technical and financial reasons
(there are no standards for such blocking; load-generation matching is more likely with potential anti-islanding
complications; and it is financially beneficial to accept export power and on-sell it with a profit margin)

Metering Guide for SSEG

1

Checklist and Specification:
Bi-directional Metering for SSEG Checklist

Bi-Directional Metering for SSEG Checklist
Technical functionality checklist and
specification information to help with
procurement.

This checklist provides guidance on the minimum as well as key metering requirements
when it comes to implementing bi-directional metering for SSEG customers. The checklist
has been populated from the NRS 049, Annexure B: Guidance to Purchases: Table B:4
The type of functionality required will depend on the Municipal approach of doing SSEG
metering which could be influenced by the level of resources available for doing metering.
This checklist is to provide some guidance depending on the applicable approach.
NOTE: This checklist does not cover general Metering requirements when it comes to
standard metering functions, like import values, meter interfaces, mounting, IP rating,
accuracy class etc
Nr

Bi-directional
Metering
functionality and
Register
requirement

1

Separate Import and
Export Active
Energy Registers
(+A, -A)

2

4 Quadrant
Measuring
capabilities

3

Separate Import and
Export Reactive
Energy Registers
(+Q,-Q)

4

On site
communication
interface like Optic
probe

5

Prepayment Meters
Charge
registers for
import and
export
energy for
the
prepayment
account

6

STS
functionality

Entry
level
approach

Intermediate
level
approach

Advance level
approach
(AMR, AMI or
Smart
Metering
Systems)

Comments/
Notes

X

√

√

(All) Needed for
all levels of
bidirectional
metering

X

√

√

Only for large
basic customers
(>100Amp)

X

√

√

X

√

√

X

√

√

X

√

√

METERING FOR SSEG - GUIDELINE
Purpose: Provide an overview of bi-directional metering
characteristics and options
Content:
y Types of bi-directional meters
y Integration with Smart Metering/Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI)
y Configuring registers in meters
y Specifications and procurement of bi-directional
meters

METERING CHECKLIST AND SPECIFICATION FOR SSEG
Purpose: Provide a checklist of meter functionality
requirements and information to be included in a
meter specification
Content:
y Checklist of meter functionality requirements
y Technical information on bi-directional metering
y Specification information for procurement

Customisable templates and
support available
Guide available for use

https://www.sseg.org.za/ameu-salga-sseg-requirementsTraining
available on
for-embedded-generation/

bi-directional metering

https://www.sseg.org.za/metering-for-small-scaleembedded-generation/

Spec available for use
https://www.sseg.org.za/ameu-salga-sseg-requirementsTraining
available on
for-embedded-generation/

bi-directional metering

https://www.sseg.org.za/metering-for-small-scaleembedded-generation/

Video:
Bi-directional metering
(10min)

VIDEO: BI-DIRECTIONAL METERING FOR SSEG
Produced specifically for South African Municipal
Distributors - introducing the purpose of bi-directional
metering, types of meters, and the interface with
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (Smart metering)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eU5Z-3ZooSs
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Communicate with your customers
Keeping customers informed about the municipal distributor’s mandatory application process, and what key
requirements for SSEG are, helps with compliance. Communication should not feel ‘top down’ for the customer,
but it is important to consider their perspective. Information dissemination can be through flyers with the rates
bill, newspaper notices or even radio interviews, for example.
Refer to Figure 11: for schematic and more information.

Establish an SSEG record keeping system
Municipal distributors need to establish a record keeping system for SSEG. Key SSEG parameters should be
recorded such as size, type, voltage, expected energy output etc. (this information will also periodically be
requested by NERSA), as well as their location on the network so that the local hosting capacity of the network
can be monitored (there are limits to the amount of SSEG that can be accommodated in any one part of the
network without potential negative impacts). Larger cities may use their Enterprise Management System for such
record keeping (e.g. SAP). Others may adapt and use a simple spreadsheet which is available for this purpose.
Refer to Figure 12: for schematic and more information.
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Figure 11: Communicating with your customers, and installers

Example documents

INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC:
SMALL SCALE EMBEDDED
GENERATION

SOLAR PV SSEG INFORMATION
Purpose: Provide the public with basic information on SSEG and the
distributor’s position in this regard
Content:
y What SSEG is and how it functions
y What the distributor allows, and what not
y How to apply for permission to install SSEG

……………… Municipality is allowing small-scale embedded generators (SSEG) to connect to
their distribution grid. All forms of generation are considered, but the most common are
solar PV systems. This document provides information on which systems are allowed to
connect and how to go about applying for permission to install such a system, as well as
other general information on SSEG in the municipality

Public information:

What is a solar PV Small-Scale Embedded Generator (SSEG) system?
A Solar PV Embedded Generator is a solar-electricity (PV) generator that is connected to the electricity
distribution grid via a grid-synchronising inverter (which converts the DC solar power to AC power). If
a system is connected to the wiring on your premises which is connected to the distribution network,
this is still a grid-connected, or embedded, generator. Systems generating 1MVA (1000kVA) or smaller
are called Small Scale Embedded Generators (SSEG). Solar PV is the main technology type used as
an SSEG, but wind, biogas electricity, hydro power and diesel generators connected to the grid are also
forms of SSEG. This document only covers solar PV SSEG.

Solar PV Small Scale Embedded
Generator information – General
information for customers

Can I install a PV SSEG system without permission from the
municipality?
No. National legislation prohibits the connection of SSEG systems to the distribution grid (even if it is
on the customer’s side of the distribution board) without specific written permission from the
municipality. Sometimes people think that PV systems connected to the wiring on the premises but that
never reverse feed onto the municipal network are exempt, but this is not correct – these systems
require permission as well. The municipality is obliged to disconnect customers from the grid if they
have unapproved, illegal systems.

How do I apply for permission
to install a PV SSEG system?
The application form for an alternative power
supply is available from Electricity
Department offices. The ‘Requirements for
Small-Scale Embedded Generation in
……………. Municipality’ is available from
Electricity Department offices - it provides
additional information and should be
consulted when completing an application
for SSEG installation.

Solar PV Small Scale Embedded
Generator information

ROOFTOP PV GUIDELINES FOR SAFE AND LEGAL
INSTALLATIONS IN CAPE TOWN
A good example of a more detailed communication with
potential SSEG customers and installers

Photo credit: Bruce Sutherland, City of Cape Town.

Public
information:
Cape Town example

1

Grid-tied PV system at the City of Cape Town’s Royal Ascot building.

ROOFTOP PV

GUIDELINES FOR SAFE AND LEGAL
INSTALLATIONS IN CAPE TOWN
If you are considering installing a rooftop photovoltaic (PV) system, but you are not
sure how to do it safely and legally, these guidelines will help you to:

Make informed decisions
about what type of PV
system to install.

Select the best
service provider.

Understand all the key
requirements before, during
and after installation.

Customisable templates
and support available

Template available can be customised
and adopted as necessary

https://www.sseg.org.za/solar-pv-small-scaleembedded-generator-information/
https://www.sseg.org.za/rooftop-pvguidelines-for-safe-and-legal-installationsin-cape-town/

REVISION 7 September 2018

Video:

INTRODUCTION TO SSEG IN MUNICIPAL
DISTRIBUTOR AREAS Produced specifically for use by
South African Municipal Distributors – covers all key
aspects of SSEG trends, technologies, revenue impact and
customer business case, including how distributors can
respond. A short (5min) version is also available.

Introduction to SSEG
(20min and 5min versions)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_
HQdd6Qh31o&t=14s

Figure 12: Record keeping of SSEG system details and locations

Record keeping
spreadsheet for SSEG:
To record system characteristics
and location on the network

SSEG installation database (only reflects SSEG systems once application has been approved)
Reference information

1

Application name

Date on
application

Basic SSEG / supply parameters

SSEG typ e (PV/
SSEG installed
hydro/ wind/ diesel capacity (kWp Site NMD
etc)
/ kVA)
(kW/kVA)

Storage kWh
installed (0 if
none)

Estimated total
kWh/mth produced by
SSEG (not just reverse
feed)
Max:

Estimated reverse feed
kWh/mth (0 if no
reverse feed)
Max:

2

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

3

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

Min:

Min:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Max:

Max:

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

Min:
Max:
Min:
Max:

Min:
Max:
Min:
Max:

Min:

Min:

Max:

Max:

Customer details

Name

RECORD KEEPING SPREADSHEET
Purpose: Enable key SSEG characteristics to be recorded
in a central database, as well as their location on the
network to enable local hosting capacity assessments.
y Includes all information required by NERSA for
periodic submission.

Template available can be customised
and adopted as necessary

https://www.sseg.org.za/ssegrecording-template/
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Questions municipal distributors typically ask regarding SSEG

Resources for more
information or support

Typical questions by municipal distributors
Should I allow
SSEG to connect
to my network?

24

y Yes. Distributors are obliged to provide open and non-discriminatory access for
embedded generators to connect to the network (Distribution Network Code 4(1)).
y Accommodating SSEG onto the network, if done properly, can be beneficial for the
distributor, the customer, and the local economy.
y SSEG is part of a growing trend to install renewable, affordable energy, which is likely to
continue. Distributors aren’t in control of it and should work with this trend.
y Not formally accepting SSEG onto the network has been found to result in more illegal
installations. Trying to stop it increases the risk of grid defection.

What conditions
should I put in place
for SSEG wanting
to connect to my
network, so safety
and power quality is
assured?

y There are a range of technical conditions that SSEG systems should comply with, including
anti-islanding, maximum size limits, phase balancing etc. These are all clarified in the
NRS097-2-3 and NRS097-2-1 specifications (based on the Grid Code, NRS048 etc).
Requiring compliance with these specifications will ensure safety and power quality adherence.

How do I make the
conditions I put
in place legally
binding on SSEG
customers?

y First, the municipality should formally adopt an SSEG Policy (e.g. the AMEU-SALGA
Requirements for SSEG document)
y Second, to make the Policy legally binding on customers, an SSEG Electricity By-law
amendment is necessary.

Introductory SSEG
video provides
information on the
trends and potential
advantages of SSEG

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_HQdd6Qh31o&t=14s

The AMEU-SALGA
Requirements for SSEG
document includes reference to
the NRS097 specifications and
other necessary compliances

REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL-SCALE
EMBEDDED GENERATION
Conditions and application process to become an embedded
generator in the Municipality of (municipality)

February 2020

p7

Training available

https://www.sseg.org.za/ameu-salga-sseg-requirements-for-embeddedgeneration/

By-law amendment
guidance and text is
provided in a legally
reviewed SSEG by-law
document

GUIDE TO CONNECTION OF SMALL SCALE EMBEDDED GENERATION TO A
MUNICIPAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM: ELECTRICITY SUPPLY BY-LAW AND POLICY
REQUIREMENTS
Prepared by Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr Inc. as part of a legal framework review applicable to Small Scale
Embedded Generation undertaken for Sustainable Energy Africa as a part of the SAGEN
Programme. For the overarching Legal Report: Municipal Legal Framework Applicable to Small
Scale Embedded Generation visit www.cityenergy.org.za or www.sseg.org.za.
Acknowledgement: The by-law text in this document draws extensively on the GreenCape by-law
guidelines document.
February 2019

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to serve as a guide for municipalities to effectively administer the
connection of embedded generation systems to the municipal distribution system.
DISCLAIMER
The information contained in this document is for information purposes only. The opinions expressed
are in good faith and while every care has been taken in preparing this document, the authors make
no representations and give no warranties of whatever nature in respect of these documents,
including but not limited to the accuracy or completeness of any information, facts and/or opinions
contained therein. The authors, its subsidiaries, the directors, employees and agents cannot be held
liable for the use of and reliance on the opinions, estimates, forecasts and findings in these
documents. It is recommended that legal advice is sought in respect of any drafting of by-laws and
policies.
APPLICATION OF THE GUIDE
This guide applies to municipalities that have the executive authority to administer the reticulation of
electricity in their area of jurisdiction. District municipalities have inherent executive constitutional
authority1 over the reticulation of electricity and associated services within its jurisdiction unless a
local municipality has been authorised by the Minister of Energy pursuant to a notice issued in the
Government Gazette2.
DEFINITIONS
For purposes of this manual, the following definitions shall apply (and cognate expressions shall
have similar meanings) —
embedded generation systems

https://www.sseg.org.za/ssegelectricity-supply-bylaw-amendmentguide/

electrical power generation units connected directly to the
distribution system or connected to the distribution system on
the customer side of the meter

ERA

Electricity Regulation Act, No 4 of 2006

municipality

a municipality that has executive authority to perform electrical
reticulation services in its area of jurisdiction

NERSA

the National Energy Regulator of South Africa

reticulation

The trading or distribution of electricity and includes services
associated therewith

Section 83 of the Municipal Structures Act, No. 117 of 1998 read together with sections 156 and 229 of the Constitution of the
Republic of South Africa, 1996
Section 84(3) of the Municipal Structures Act, No. 117 of 1998

1

2
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Resources for more
information or support

Typical questions by municipal distributors
How do I make sure
SSEG will not have
a negative impact
on my network,
especially when
there are many of
them?

y As long as conditions in the NRS097-2-3 specification (Simplified Connection Criteria) are
followed, SSEG can generally be connected without fear of negative network impact. This also
considers the cumulative impact of many SSEGs in one area.
y For systems beyond limits of the NRS097-2-3, grid impact studies will be required before
permission to connect can be given.

Should I accept
reverse feed from
SSEG systems onto my
network?

y It is best to accept reverse feed (export), and credit it on the customer’s bill, as it is usually
beneficial for both the distributor (they on-sell this energy at a profit) and helps the customer
business case (they are credited for energy exported).
y The necessary bi-directional meters need to be in place to accept reverse feed.

What sort of
metering changes
are necessary for
SSEG?

A specification for grid impact
studies has been developed, and
a simplified study methodology
is available, as well as a video

Grid Impact Study Specification Guide
This document sets out parameters and functionality to be checked in assessing whether an
embedded generator can be connected to a distribution network. It also stipulates methodologies
considered acceptable, and reporting requirements. Detailed assessments as covered by this
document are normally only required where parameters of the NRS097-2-3 have been exceeded.
Date
Municipal contact person
Customer
Proposed embedded generator kVA
Generator type (PV, wind, diesel etc)

Reason for requiring generator grid impact / connection study

p 17

✓

Generator exceeds NRS097-2-3 size or other parameter limits
Cumulative embedded generation on network exceeds NRS097-2-3 parameters
Other: (detail)

1. Notes on undertaking studies:
1.1. The assessment is to demonstrate that network operational and other parameters will
remain within acceptable ranges should the proposed generator be connected (typical
acceptable ranges of network parameters are provided in Annex A, with reference to
NRS048 and NRS097 primarily).
1.2. Study elements and methods
1.2.1.Loadflow, voltage change, and short-circuit studies are typically a minimum
P13162
requirement for such studies. Protection coordination should also be looked at (see
later). Power quality and other assessments may be needed in some circumstances
(see section 2).
1.2.2.Where reverse feed is reliably blocked, only limited studies will be required (see
Recommended practice for assessing the connection of small
section 2)
generators based on renewable energy sources to low-voltage
1.2.3.The hand calculation method 1 for connection assessment may be used where
municipal
grids
proposed generators are no larger medium-voltage
than 600kVA and connected at
LV
1.3. Study coverage
1.3.1.The study is to be undertaken for the network to at least one voltage level above
voltage where generator is connected.
1.3.2.If reverse feed through transformers is expected, then the study needs to check for
impact further up the network – beyond the transformer.
1.3.3.Meshed networks – need to consider impact on all relevant mesh branches
1.3.4.Simulation studies need to consider potential network outages (e.g. cable failure on
one side of a ring feeder).

Guideline

Training available

and

https://www.sseg.org.za/grid-impactstudy-specification-guide/
https://www.sseg.org.za/recommended-practice-for-assessing-the-connectionof-small-generators-based-on-renewable-energy-sources-to-low-voltage-andmedium-voltage-municipal-grids/
Hand calculation method is described in Recommended practice for assessing the connection of small
generators based on renewable energy sources to low-voltage and medium-voltage municipal grids (Moeller &
Poeller Engineering, May 2018 – Final Draft).

1

prepared for
Embedded Generator Grid Impact Study: Guide document

1

Gesellschaft für intern ationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH

y To accept reverse feed, it is necessary to procure and install bi-directional meters.
y These may be simple, or more complex and have ‘Smart’ capabilities.

Introductory SSEG
video provides
information on the
trends and potential
advantages of SSEG

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_HQdd6Qh31o&t=560s

Information document on bidirectional meters is available,
and a video. NRS049 provides
procurement guidance

Training available

Metering for Small-Scale Embedded Generation
Information to help municipalities understand and procure suitable SSEG metering systems.
September 2019
Abbreviations
AMI
Advanced Metering Infrastructure
AMR Automatic meter Reading
DC
Data Concentrator
DLMS Device Language Message System
PLC
Power Line Communications
SSEG Small-Scale Embedded Generation
STS
Standard Transfer Specification (secure message protocol between a POS
and meter)
TOU Time of Use

Overview
To
enable
Small-Scale
Embedded
Generation (SSEG) on municipal grids,
electricity meters must support biTO ENABLE SSEG ON MUNICIPAL
directional metering with separate import
GRIDS, ELECTRICITY METERS MUST
and export energy registers1. Such meters
SUPPORT BI-DIRECTIONAL
METERING WITH SEPARATE
may be prepayment or post-payment (i.e.
IMPORT AND EXPORT REGISTERS.
credit meters). In the case of meters
employed in post-payment mode, the billing
systems must support reverse-feed tariffs. In the case of smart prepayment
meters, they must support the configuration of charges for export energy. In order
to accommodate SSEG, municipalities should therefore specify and procure the
latest generation meter technologies that support SSEG, or at least prescribe the
minimum specification of meters to be installed by a third party.
Smart meter technologies typically include
communications infrastructure either via
data concentrator devices or point-to-point
communications with a smart meter backoffice system (described later). This
infrastructure is typically referred to as
‘Advanced Metering Infrastructure’ (AMI).
The AMI system offers significant benefits to
the municipality because it provides twoway communications to enable remote
reading of import, export and other

IF A MUNICIPALITY DOES NOT
HAVE SMART METERING
COMMUNICATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURE IN PLACE, NOR
INTENDS TO, SUITABLY
CONFIGURED BI-DIRECTIONAL
PREPAYMENT METERING MAY BE
APPROPRIATE FOR SSEG
CUSTOMERS.

p7

1
Unless reverse-feed is being blocked, which is generally not advisable for technical and financial reasons
(there are no standards for such blocking; load-generation matching is more likely with potential anti-islanding
complications; and it is financially beneficial to accept export power and on-sell it with a profit margin)

Metering Guide for SSEG

1

https://www.sseg.org.za/metering-for-small-scale-embeddedgeneration/
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Resources for more
information or support

Typical questions by municipal distributors

Developed by

What can I do
about SSEG impact
on municipal
revenue?

Revenue loss is only a problem if inappropriate tariffs are applied to SSEG
customers.
y Appropriate SSEG tariffs, informed by a Cost of Supply study, will avoid revenue loss, and at the
same time be fair on the customer.
y

Training available

We thank the following stakeholders for input provided

senilediuG ffiraT )GESS( noitareneG deddebmE elacS-llamS
.sffirat GESS laitini gnittes htiw seitilapicinum ediug ot tniop gnitrats a sa sevres tneMain
mucodMenu
sihT
:ytivitcelfer-tsoc si gnittes ffirat rof elpicnirp gnihcrarevo ehT
,elpmaxe roF .dereviled ecivres eht fo stsoc lautca eht no desab si taht eno si ffirat evitcelfer-tsoc A
krowten .e.i( stsoc dexif eht tcelfer yllaedi dluohs remotsuc a ot segrahc )ylhtnom cisab( dexif eht
denimreted eb nac stsoc esehT .remotsuc eht gniylppus fo ).cte gniretem ,gnillib ,ecnanetniam
.yrogetac remotsuc rep stsoc dexif hcus senimreted taht yduts ’ylppuS fo tsoC‘ a hguorht

Tariff setting information
and tariff modelling tool
supports SSEG tariff setting.
Tariff video also available.

Revenue from
other customers

Printable report

tcapmi euneveR
.noitcuder eunever tnacifingis ot dael lliw snoitallatsni GESS taht denrecnoc netfo era seitilapicinuM
lapicinum taht erusne ot sffirat GESS desoporp tnereffid fo tcapmi eunever eht kcehc ot lufesu si tI
.1tuollor GESS yb dedore gnieb ton si emocni

Standard model
inputs

Solar PV output

Advanced
model inputs

ni tluser snoitallatsni GESS
eunever ni sesaerced htob
eht rof stsoc decuder DNA
gnitteS .ytilapicinum
secnalab sffirat elbatius
eunever lapicinum os eseht
.detcetorp si

esaerceD
stsoc ni

VOS

Financial impact
model results

User
instructions

lartuen eb nac snoitallatsni GESS morf tcapmi eunever ,sffirat thgir eht htiW

Prodn and
Consm

PV prodn for 25
years

Customer load
usage profiles

noitcudeR
eunever ni

NPV calculations

Business case
results

Avg tariff calc

Revenue from
SSEG
customers
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eunever lapicinum no tcapmi remotsuc GESS gnitceffa srotcaF :1 erugiF
senilediuG ledoM tcapmI euneveR GESS ZIG / AGLAS :ecruoS

tcapmI euneveR AGLAS ,ZIG ,siseneG :esoprup siht rof depoleved loot teehsdaerps a gnisu enod eb nac sihT 1
5=yrogetac&734=di?php.elifteg/az.gro.ygreneytic//:ptth :enilno elbaliavA ,looT

https://www.sseg.org.za/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/SSEG-TariffGuidelines.pdf
https://www.sseg.org.za/municipal-revenue-impacts/revenueimpact-tool/

How do I set up a
process to accept
SSEG applications?

AMEU-SALGA Resource Pack is available
y The quickest way to set up an SSEG application process is to adopt the AMEU-SALGA
Resource Pack, which contains all the necessary documentation for such a process. It can be
customised as necessary.
y Staff training is also important to be able to assess SSEG applications.

APPLICATION FOR THE
CONNECTION OF EMBEDDED
GENERATION

General information
This application form is for the connection all forms of embedded generation to the electricity network of
(municipality name) (solar photovoltaic (PV), wind, diesel, hydro etc). It applies to residential, commercial
or industrial customers. Applications for systems up to and including 1MVA may use this form.
Applications that fall within the ‘Simplified Connection Criteria’ as specified in the NRS097-2-3 are likely to
be approved by the municipality. Applicants should familiarise themselves with these criteria to avoid
delays (refer to the municipality’s ‘Requirements’ document for an overview, and the NRS097-2-3
document itself for detail). Systems that exceed these criteria, including those between 350kVA and 1MVA,
may require grid impact studies before their approval is considered. The municipality will advise if such
studies are required after this application form is submitted. For systems over 1MVA, refer to the
‘Requirements’ document for licensing requirements and engage with the Municipality separately before
filling in this form. In addition, some systems need to be registered with NERSA – refer to the
Requirements document for more information.
It is recommended that this form is filled in by personnel familiar with the technical details of the intended
generation technology. ‘Competent person’ sign-off of the Commissioning Report is mandatory, but such
sign-off is not required at the Application stage.
If the applicant does not yet have an electricity connection, an application for a new connection will need to
be submitted together with this application form.

Municipal logo

PLEASE NOTE: FAILURE TO PROVIDE ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION AS REQUIRED BELOW MAY
LEAD TO DELAYS IN THE APPLICATION PROCESS

SSEG APPLICATION CONTROL DOCUMENT

Project Name:

This Control Document is to be attached to each SSEG application.

Nominal AC capacity of
generator (kVA):

Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU

Application from (name):

System type:
Solar PV
Other generator
REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL-SCALE
(specify):
Check
If solar PV (tick):
Rooftop
Ground mounted
EMBEDDED GENERATION

Date:
(Municipal logo)

RECEIVE
FORM
SECTION A: Applicant, Property
and APPLICATION
Installer Information

1. All information completed?
2. Other Departmental permissions obtained? (as
necessary)
3. Installer accreditation? (if required)
4. Net consumer?
Postal code:

Conditions and application process to become an embedded
Property ERF No:
generator in the Municipality of (municipality)
Physical address:

February 2020

Site GPS coordinates

Comments/Notes

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS: CONTRACT FOR CONNECTION OF

To estimate:

Entered into between _________________Municipality (hereinafter referred to as the
“Municipality”)
and

Latitude (dd mm ss) SSEG output:
S SSEG kVA *° 5 sunshine ‘hours * 30

`´

Longitude (dd mm ss)
E
° be less than
‘ average
Above kWh/month
should

`´

days/month: ________________kWh/month
monthly electricity bill

Training available



Building integrated

…………………………………………………… (main responsiAbiNlitEy M
forBaEsDseDsEsiD
ngGaEpN
plEicRaA
tiToO
nsR)

Embedded Generation Application Form

5. NERSA license needed?
6. Attachments supplied:
6.1.1 NRS097-2-1 Test Certificate?
6.2. Preliminary circuit diagram (if >100kVA)
Notes/comments

Municipal Electricity Customers with Embedded Generators installed that have been approved by
the Municipality (hereinafter referred to as the “Customer”)

1. INTRODUCTION
WHEREAS the Customer has applied to the Municipality for the connection of an Embedded
Generator to the Distribution Network and the Municipality is prepared to approve the connection in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Contract.
AND WHEREAS the Parties wish toInitial
record their agreement in respect of the terms and conditions
governing: (i) physical connection of the Embedded Generator to the Distribution Network; (ii) access
to and use by the Customer of the Distribution Network in connection with its generation undertaking
at the Embedded Generator; and (iii) the operational interface between the Embedded Generator

and the Distribution Network.
EVALUATION OF APPLICATION AS PER NRS097-2-1 and NRS097-2-3

(Note: consult these standards where necessary or for queries) 2. DEFINITIONS
1. Basic compliance with NRS097-2-1:
In this Contract the following words and expressions shall have the meanings hereby assigned to them
1.1. Earthing arrangements adequate?
except where the context otherwise requires:
1.2. Test Certificate according to NRS097-2-1
adequate, from accredited test house? OR
1.1. “Anti-Islanding” means the ability of the Embedded Generator to instantly automatically
1.3. On approved inverter list? OR
disconnect the generator from connection to the Distribution Network whenever the
1.4. Other adequate protection information
Distribution Network has lost the supply of power from the national electricity grid, thus
preventing the export of electricity to the Distribution Network from the Embedded
provided?
Generator. This is done primarily to protect municipal workers who may be working on
1.5. If storage connected in parallel to EG via
the municipal electrical grid and who may be unaware that the municipal electrical grid is
separate storage inverter: separate inverter
still being energized by the Embedded Generator.
NRS097-2-1 certification?
Notes/comments
Initialthe official municipal Application Form to apply for the
1.2. “Application Form” means

https://www.sseg.org.za/category/ameu-salga-resourcepack/ameu-salga-sseg-resource-pack/

connection of an embedded generator to be filled in by the Customer

1.3.

"Certificate of Compliance" means a certificate of compliance issued in terms of the
Electrical Installation Regulations, 2009, issued in terms of the Occupation Health and
Safety Act (Act 85 of 1993).

1.4.

"Claims" means with respect to any person, any and all suits, sanctions, legal proceedings,
claims, assessments, judgments, damages, penalties, fines, liabilities, demands,
reasonable out-of-pocket expenses of whatever kind (including reasonable attorneys' fees
and expenses) and losses incurred or sustained by or against such person but excluding

Contract for the Connection of an Embedded Generator

https://www.sseg.org.za/category/ameu-salga-resource-pack/ameusalga-sseg-resource-pack/ameu-salga-resource-pack/ameu-salga-ssegresource-pack/

How do I evaluate
SSEG applications
in accordance
with the
necessary
standards and
requirements?
26

y All the relevant standards and requirements to be checked are specified in the AMEU-SALGA
endorsed Requirements for SSEG document.
y The AMEU-SALGA Control Document (Checklist) steps through all the necessary checks to be
performed on SSEG applications before approval.

Control Document to assess
SSEG applications is
available
https://www.sseg.org.za/ssegapplication-control-document/

https://www.sseg.org.za/
sseg-assessment-spreadsheettrial-version/
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Resources for more
information or support

Typical questions by municipal distributors
How do I get
my council
and/or senior
management on
board?

y Remind them of the SALGA Energy Summit Declaration (SALGA 2018a) which includes
clear local government commitments to enable SSEG.
y The SSEG introductory video can help them understand the importance of SSEG and how
distributors should respond to the growing numbers of installations.

SALGA Energy
Summit Declaration, and SSEG
video available
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_
HQdd6Qh31o&t=14s
https://www.salga.org.za/Documents/Documents%20and%20
Publications/Documents/Final-Energy-Summit-Declaration-2018.pdf

How do I
communicate
to the public
around
SSEG?

y Generic SSEG information for the public can be customised for distribution
y Leaflets can be distributed with rates bills, and notices in newspapers and radio interviews can
be explored for effective communication

Generic Public
information on SSEG
available

……………… Municipality is allowing small-scale embedded generators (SSEG) to connect to
their distribution grid. All forms of generation are considered, but the most common are
solar PV systems. This document provides information on which systems are allowed to
connect and how to go about applying for permission to install such a system, as well as
other general information on SSEG in the municipality

What is a solar PV Small-Scale Embedded Generator (SSEG) system?
A Solar PV Embedded Generator is a solar-electricity (PV) generator that is connected to the electricity
distribution grid via a grid-synchronising inverter (which converts the DC solar power to AC power). If
a system is connected to the wiring on your premises which is connected to the distribution network,
this is still a grid-connected, or embedded, generator. Systems generating 1MVA (1000kVA) or smaller
are called Small Scale Embedded Generators (SSEG). Solar PV is the main technology type used as
an SSEG, but wind, biogas electricity, hydro power and diesel generators connected to the grid are also
forms of SSEG. This document only covers solar PV SSEG.

Can I install a PV SSEG system without permission from the
municipality?
No. National legislation prohibits the connection of SSEG systems to the distribution grid (even if it is
on the customer’s side of the distribution board) without specific written permission from the
municipality. Sometimes people think that PV systems connected to the wiring on the premises but that
never reverse feed onto the municipal network are exempt, but this is not correct – these systems
require permission as well. The municipality is obliged to disconnect customers from the grid if they
have unapproved, illegal systems.

p 21

How do I apply for permission to
install a PV SSEG system?

https://www.sseg.org.za/solar-pvsmall-scale-embedded-generatorinformation/

Where can I get
training and other
technical support
regarding SSEG?

INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC:
SMALL SCALE EMBEDDED
GENERATION

y The SALGA-DMRE-GIZ Municipal Distributor SSEG Support Program provides training
and technical support around SSEG.
y Email support@sseg.org.za to apply to participate or for more information.
y GreenCape also supports Western Cape municipalities with SSEG.

The application form for an alternative power
supply is available from Electricity Department
offices. The ‘Requirements for Small-Scale
Embedded
Generation
in
…………….
Municipality’ is available from Electricity
Department offices - it provides additional
information and should be consulted when
completing an application for SSEG installation.

Solar PV Small Scale Embedded
Generator information

1

SSEG Support Programme

Training available
https://www.sseg.org.za/
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3. Where to find resources and support
3.1. National Municipal Distributor SSEG Support
Programme
The Municipal SSEG Support Programme has been in existence since 2017, and is a partnership between SALGA,
the Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE), and GIZ. It is implemented by Sustainable Energy Africa
(SEA) NPC, with the Solar Training Centre and CSIR.
Objective: To capacitate municipalities to allow SSEG onto their networks in a technically sound and safe manner,
and to support SSEG tariff setting to protect both the interests of the municipality and SSEG investors.
Training provided: Training for municipal distributors, as well as a comprehensive set of documentation which
can be used in municipal SSEG processes. The following support is offered to municipal distributors:
y Annual 5-day training courses on SSEG, enabling municipalities to develop the necessary documentation and
start accepting and processing SSEG applications from customers
y Specialist trainings, including:


grid impact studies,



tariff setting, and



bi-directional metering.

Technical support provided: An ongoing technical support help desk is available when problems or queries
arise here: www.sseg.org.za.

How to join the Municipal SSEG Support Programme?
Annual invitations to join the programme are circulated to all municipalities. To apply to join and receive SSEG
capacity building support, send an email to support@sseg.org.za. Support is subject to the availability of
resources. In addition, GreenCape supports Western Cape municipalities with SSEG.
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Municipal SSEG Resource Portal
This website hosts all of the resources described in this document, in particular the AMEU-SALGA endorsed
set of documentation that can be used to rapidly establish a sound SSEG application assessment and approval
process.
www.sseg.org.za

http://www.sseg.org.za/

Online SSEG Training Courses
This website hosts a growing set of courses relevant to SSEG in municipal distributor areas. Facilitated courses
are run periodically, but they are also freely accessible to individuals at any time, although you will need to
register and login.
www.training.sseg.org.za
http://www.training.sseg.org.za/
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Summary of the SSEG Support Resources
Overview & process

Policy & Requirements

Application assess & Commissioning

[Municipal logo, address etc]

OVERVIEW of the AMEU-SALGA
Small-Scale Embedded Generation
Resource Pack

APPLICATION FOR THE
CONNECTION OF EMBEDDED
GENERATION

SMALL-SCALE EMBEDDED GENERATION POLICY

General information

1. OBJECTIVES
This policy facilitates the inclusion of Small-Scale Embedded Generation (SSEG) onto
the electricity distribution network of _______________ Municipality, so that safety,
power quality, grid operation and municipal revenue issues are adequately addressed,
and that the local renewable energy industry and green economy is promoted at the
same time, supporting job creation.

Photo: Glenn McCreath

The electricity landscape is evolving rapidly and municipalities are having to accommodate increasing numbers of Small Scale
Embedded Generators (SSEG) onto their distribution grids. The AMEU-SALGA SSEG Resource Pack provides the necessary
documentation to establish an SSEG application and commissioning process in a municipality.

REQUIREMENTS FOR SMALL-SCALE
EMBEDDED GENERATION

The Pack draws on the experience of pioneering municipalities as well as a range of additional expertise, and is designed to be
easily customised and adopted by other municipalities.

CORE DOCUMENTS
Policy Requirements
Document

Application
Form

Commissioning
Report

Public Information
and Examples

Specifies what SSEG
the municipality allows,
what’s not allowed and
the application process

To be filled in by
customers wishing to
install SSEG

Testing and sign-off
of installed SSEG to
enable generation onto
network

General information
flyer/sheet for the
public (e.g. can be
included in rates bill)

MUNICIPAL PROCESS DOCUMENTS AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Assessment Process
Control Document

Record Keeping
Template

Checklist of all steps
in assessing the
application by different
departmental sections

Record of installed
SSEG systems
(facilitate submission
to NERSA)

Metering Guide

SSEG Tariff Tool
and Guide

SSEG By-law

SSEG Contract

Text to be used in
municipal electricity bylaw amendment to make
policy legally enforceable

Contract between
municipality and SSEG
customers to set
obligations of parties and
billing arrangements

Background
Steep increases in the price of electricity, elevated environmental awareness, rapidly
decreasing costs of photovoltaic (PV) panels, and the high risk of national power
blackouts have all resulted in electricity distributors around the country receiving
numerous requests to allow electricity consumers to connect PV and other SmallScale Embedded Generators (SSEGs) to the electricity grid. Such SSEGs are
intended to be connected to the wiring on the consumer’s premises which is in turn
connected to, and supplied by, the Municipality’s electricity network. Such generators
are hence considered to be ‘embedded’ in the local municipal electricity grid.

Conditions and application process to become an embedded
generator in the Municipality of (municipality)

The parallel (or embedded) connection of any generator to the electrical grid, however
powered, has numerous implications for the local electricity utility. The most
significant implications are the safety of the utility staff, the public and the user of the
generator. Further implications include the impact on the quality of the local electrical
supply, and metering and billing issues. In terms of the Municipal Structures Act, No.
117 of 1998, municipalities are therefore obliged to regulate the installation of SSEGs
to uphold responsible management of the distribution network, as well as for the
general benefit and protection of citizens.

February 2021

Solar rooftop PV
generation in
municipalities

Although the electricity distribution industry is highly regulated, SSEG’s have not yet
been adequately covered in national policy or legislation. The AMEU has developed
standardized approaches and documentation to support municipalities in this regard,
aligned with national policies and regulation, and this Policy is consistent with the
AMEU approach and recommendations.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
FOR MUNICIPALITIES, INSTALLERS AND CUSTOMERS

TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTS

Bi-directional meter
options available,
including ‘smart’
metering

Tariff Setting guide and
Revenue Impact check to
enable tariff proposal for
submission to NERSA

Grid Impact Studies Guide
How to assess SSEG
applications where
they exceed criteria in
“Simplified connection
criteria” of NRS097-2-3

All these, as well as other
supporting documents are
available at
https://www.sseg.org.za/
For support or further information:
nngidi@salga.org.za
Tel: 012 369 8000

Record keeping

2.

SCOPE OF THE POLICY

2.1

This policy document provides a framework for the approval and registration of Small
Scale Embedded Generators of electricity as well as the regulation thereof relative to
the requirements of the Municipality and all other Policies, By-laws and Legislation
applicable thereto.

2.2

The policy is applicable to all customers wishing to install systems categorised as
Small Scale Embedded Generators.

2.3

The policy covers:

This application form is for the connection all forms of embedded generation to the electricity network of
(municipality name) (solar photovoltaic (PV), wind, diesel, hydro etc). It applies to residential, commercial
or industrial customers. Applications for systems up to and including 1MVA may use this form.
Applications that fall within the ‘Simplified Connection Criteria’ as specified in the NRS097-2-3 are likely to
be approved by the municipality. Applicants should familiarise themselves with these criteria to avoid
delays (refer to the municipality’s ‘Requirements’ document for an overview, and the NRS097-2-3
document itself for detail). Systems that exceed these criteria, including those between 350kVA and 1MVA,
may require grid impact studies before their approval is considered. The municipality will advise if such
studies are required after this application form is submitted. For systems over 1MVA, refer to the
‘Requirements’ document for licensing requirements and engage with the Municipality separately before
filling in this form. In addition, some systems need to be registered with NERSA – refer to the
Requirements document for more information.
It is recommended that this form is filled in by personnel familiar with the technical details of the intended
generation technology. ‘Competent person’ sign-off of the Commissioning Report is mandatory, but such
sign-off is not required at the Application stage.
If the applicant does not yet have an electricity connection, an application for a new connection will need to
be submitted together with this application form.
PLEASE NOTE: FAILURE TO PROVIDE ALL RELEVANT INFORMATION AS REQUIRED BELOW MAY
LEAD TO DELAYS IN THE APPLICATION PROCESS
Project Name:
Nominal AC capacity of generator (kVA):
System type:

Solar PV:

If solar PV (tick):

Other generator (specify):

Rooftop

Ground mounted

Building integrated

SECTION A: Applicant, Property and Installer Information

SMALL-SCALE EMBEDDED GENERATION
COMMISSIONING REPORT

Property ERF No:
Physical address:

Municipal logo
Postal code:

SSEG APPLICATION
CONTROL
DOCUMENT
S
°
‘
`´

Site GPS coordinates

Latitude (dd mm ss)

This Control Document is to be attached to each SSEG application.

Longitude (dd mm ss)

E

Application from (name):

°

Check

‘



`´

Date:

Project Name:

Account Holder Details

Comments/Notes

Embedded Generation Application
GENERAForm
L CHECKS 1

Name:

RECEIVE APPLICATION FORM

Electricity Account No:

1. All information completed?
2. Other Departmental permissions obtained? (as
necessary)
3. Installer accreditation? (if required)
4. Net consumer?

ERF No:
Telephone Number:

SSEG Policy (Feb 2021)

1

Mobile:

Landline:

Mobile:

Physical address:
Postal code:

5. NERSA license needed?
6. Attachments supplied:
6.1. NRS097-2-1 Test Certificate?
6.2. Preliminary circuit diagram (if >100kVA)
Notes/comments

Company Name:
Contact Person:

Initial

EVALUATION OF APPLICATION AS PER NRS097-2-1 and NRS097-2-3

Email Address:

(Note: consult these standards where necessary or for queries)
1. Basic compliance with NRS097-2-1:
1.1. Earthing arrangements adequate?
1.2. Test Certificate according to NRS097-2-1
adequate, from accredited test house? OR
1.3. On approved inverter list? OR
1.4. Other adequate protection information
provided?
1.5. If storage connected in parallel to EG via
separate storage inverter: separate inverter
NRS097-2-1 certification?
Notes/comments

Physical address:
Postal code:

SSEG Details
Key equipment
Manufacturer/s and Model/s:
Total AC rating (kVA):
Single or three phase:

Initial

Serial number/s of key
equipment (specify
equipment e.g. inverter/s):

SSEG Commissioning Report (Feb 2021)

Legal – contracts, bylaws etc.

Support website

Installer Details

Telephone Number:

RESOURCE PACK DE VELOPERS AND CONTRIBUTORS:

Landline:

Email Address:

To estimate:
SSEG output: SSEG kVA * 5 sunshine hours * 30
days/month: ________________kWh/month
Above kWh/month should be less than average
monthly electricity bill

1

Procurement

(Municipal logo)

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS: CONTRACT FOR CONNECTION OF
AN EMBEDDED GENERATOR

CONNECTION OF SMALL-SCALE EMBEDDED GENERATION TO A MUNICIPAL
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM: ELECTRICITY SUPPLY BY-LAW
Prepared by Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr Inc. as part of a legal framework review applicable to Small Scale
Embedded Generation undertaken for Sustainable Energy Africa as a part of the SAGEN
Programme. For the overarching Legal Report: Municipal Legal Framework Applicable to Small
Scale Embedded Generation visit www.sseg.org.za.

Entered into between _________________Municipality (hereinafter referred to as the
“Municipality”)
and

Acknowledgement: The by-law text in this document draws extensively on the GreenCape by-law
guidelines document.

Municipal Electricity Customers with Embedded Generators installed that have been approved by
the Municipality (hereinafter referred to as the “Customer”)

Public information

A Guideline
For cost-efficient procurement of
photovoltaic assets

Note that this document is provided as guidance, and municipal distributors need to take
responsibility for checking that it meets their requirements in this regard before adopting.
February 2020

1. INTRODUCTION

for

AND WHEREAS the Parties wish to record their agreement in respect of the terms and conditions
governing: (i) physical connection of the Embedded Generator to the Distribution Network; (ii) access
to and use by the Customer of the Distribution Network in connection with its generation undertaking
at the Embedded Generator; and (iii) the operational interface between the Embedded Generator
and the Distribution Network.

INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC:
SMALL SCALE EMBEDDED
GENERATION

****** Municipality

WHEREAS the Customer has applied to the Municipality for the connection of an Embedded
Generator to the Distribution Network and the Municipality is prepared to approve the connection in
accordance with the terms and conditions of this Contract.
Municipal

Legal Framework Applicable to
INTRODUCTION
Small-Scale Embedded Generation

The purpose of the by-law is to effectively regulate the connection of embedded generation systems

the municipal distribution system.
Municipal Legal Framework toApplicable
DEFINITIONS
to Small-Scale Embedded Generation

For purposes of this by-law, the following definitions shall apply (and cognate expressions shall have
similar meanings) —

30 November 2018

2. DEFINITIONS
In this Contract the following words and expressions shall have the meanings hereby assigned to them
except where the context otherwise requires:
1.1.

“Anti-Islanding” means the ability of the Embedded Generator to instantly automatically
disconnect the generator from connection to the Distribution Network whenever the
Distribution Network has lost the supply of power from the national electricity grid, thus
preventing the export of electricity to the Distribution Network from the Embedded
Generator. This is done primarily to protect municipal workers who may be working on
the municipal electrical grid and who may be unaware that the municipal electrical grid is
still being energized by the Embedded Generator.

1.2.

“Application Form” means the official municipal Application Form to apply for the
connection of an embedded generator to be filled in by the Customer

1.3.

"Certificate of Compliance" means a certificate of compliance issued in terms of the
Electrical Installation Regulations, 2009, issued in terms of the Occupation Health and
Safety Act (Act 85 of 1993).

Training (in person and online)

embedded generation systems

electrical power generation units connected directly to the
distribution system or connected to the distribution system on
the customer side of the meter

ERA

Electricity Regulation Act, No 4 of 2006

municipality

a municipality that has executive authority to perform electrical
reticulation services in its area of jurisdiction

NERSA

the National Energy Regulator of South Africa

reticulation

The trading or distribution of electricity and includes services
associated therewith

SSEG

power generation of less than 1000kVA (1MVA)

……………… Municipality is allowing small-scale embedded generators (SSEG) to connect to
their distribution grid. All forms of generation are considered, but the most common are
solar PV systems. This document provides information on which systems are allowed to
connect and how to go about applying for permission to install such a system, as well as
other general information on SSEG in the municipality

What is a solar PV Small-Scale Embedded Generator (SSEG) system?
A Solar PV Embedded Generator is a solar-electricity (PV) generator that is connected to the electricity
distribution grid via a grid-synchronising inverter (which converts the DC solar power to AC power). If
a system is connected to the wiring on your premises which is connected to the distribution network,
this is still a grid-connected, or embedded, generator. Systems generating 1MVA (1000kVA) or smaller
are called Small Scale Embedded Generators (SSEG). Solar PV is the main technology type used as
an SSEG, but wind, biogas electricity, hydro power and diesel generators connected to the grid are also
forms of SSEG. This document only covers solar PV SSEG.

Can I install a PV SSEG system without permission from the
municipality?
SSEG By-Law Template
Contract for the Connection of an Embedded Generator (Feb 2021)

No. National legislation prohibits the connection of SSEG systems to the distribution grid (even if it is
on the customer’s side of the distribution board) without specific written permission from the
municipality. Sometimes people think that PV systems connected to the wiring on the premises but that
never reverse feed onto the municipal network are exempt, but this is not correct – these systems
require permission as well. The municipality is obliged to disconnect customers from the grid if they
have unapproved, illegal systems.

1

page 1
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How do I apply for permission to
install a PV SSEG system?
The application form for an alternative power
supply is available from Electricity Department
offices. The ‘Requirements for Small-Scale
Embedded
Generation
in
…………….
Municipality’ is available from Electricity
Department offices - it provides additional
information and should be consulted when
completing an application for SSEG installation.

§
Grid impact studies

1

1

Solar PV Small Scale Embedded
Generator information

Tariff support
SSEG metering

Grid Impact Study Specification Guide

Developed by

Small-Scale Embedded Generation (SSEG) Tariff Guidelines Summary

We thank the following stakeholders for input provided

This document is a summary of a more detailed SSEG Tariff Guidelines document by Sustainable
Energy Africa, available at: www.cityenergy.org.za . It serves as a starting point to guide
municipalities with setting initial SSEG tariffs.

Reason for requiring generator grid impact / connection study

Revenue impact
Municipalities are often concerned that SSEG installations will lead to significant revenue reduction.
It is useful to check the revenue impact of different proposed SSEG tariffs to ensure that municipal
income is not being eroded by SSEG rollout1.

Metering for Small-Scale Embedded Generation

✓

Information to help municipalities understand and procure suitable SSEG metering systems.

Generator exceeds NRS097-2-3 size or other parameter limits
Cumulative embedded generation on network exceeds NRS097-2-3 parameters
Other: (detail)

The overarching principle for tariff setting is cost-reflectivity:
A cost-reflective tariff is one that is based on the actual costs of the service delivered. For example,
the fixed (basic monthly) charges to a customer should ideally reflect the fixed costs (i.e. network
maintenance, billing, metering etc.) of supplying the customer. These costs can be determined
through a ‘Cost of Supply’ study that determines such fixed costs per customer category.

This document sets out parameters and functionality to be checked in assessing whether an
embedded generator can be connected to a distribution network. It also stipulates methodologies
considered acceptable, and reporting requirements. Detailed assessments as covered by this
document are normally only required where parameters of the NRS097-2-3 have been exceeded.
Date
Municipal contact person
Customer
Proposed embedded generator kVA
Generator type (PV, wind, diesel etc)

Main Menu

Advanced
model inputs

VOS

Prodn and
Consm

Customer load
usage profiles
Business case
results

NPV calculations

Avg tariff calc

Revenue from
SSEG
customers

PV prodn for 25
years

1.1. The assessment is to demonstrate that network operational and other parameters will
remain within acceptable ranges should the proposed generator be connected (typical
acceptable ranges of network parameters are provided in Annex A, with reference to
NRS048 and NRS097 primarily).
1.2. Study elements and methods
1.2.1.Loadflow, voltage change, and short-circuit studies are typically a minimum
requirement for such studies. Protection coordination should also be looked at (see
later). Power quality and other assessments may be needed in some circumstances
(see section 2).
1.2.2.Where reverse feed is reliably blocked, only limited studies will be required (see
section 2)
1.2.3.The hand calculation method 1 for connection assessment may be used where
proposed generators are no larger than 600kVA and connected at LV
1.3. Study coverage
1.3.1.The study is to be undertaken for the network to at least one voltage level above
voltage where generator is connected.
1.3.2.If reverse feed through transformers is expected, then the study needs to check for
impact further up the network – beyond the transformer.
1.3.3.Meshed networks – need to consider impact on all relevant mesh branches
1.3.4.Simulation studies need to consider potential network outages (e.g. cable failure on
one side of a ring feeder).

Recommended practice for assessing the connection of small
generators based on renewable energy sources to low-voltage and
medium-voltage municipal grids

Bi-directional Metering for SSEG Checklist
This checklist provides guidance on the minimum as well as key metering requirements
when it comes to implementing bi-directional metering for SSEG customers. The checklist
has been populated from the NRS 049, Annexure B: Guidance to Purchases: Table B:4
The type of functionality required will depend on the Municipal approach of doing SSEG
metering which could be influenced by the level of resources available for doing metering.
This checklist is to provide some guidance depending on the applicable approach.
NOTE: This checklist does not cover general Metering requirements when it comes to
standard metering functions, like import values, meter interfaces, mounting, IP rating,
accuracy class etc
Nr

prepared for
Gesellschaft für intern ationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH

1
Hand calculation method is described in Recommended practice for assessing the connection of small
generators based on renewable energy sources to low-voltage and medium-voltage municipal grids (Moeller &
Poeller Engineering, May 2018 – Final Draft).

Embedded Generator Grid Impact Study: Guide document

September 2019

P13162

1. Notes on undertaking studies:

Solar PV output
Financial impact
model results

User
instructions

Guideline

Revenue from
other customers

Printable report

Standard model
inputs

1

Separate Import and
Export Active Energy
Registers (+A, -A)

2

4 Quadrant Measuring
capabilities

3

Separate Import and
Export Reactive Energy
Registers (+Q,-Q)

4

On site communication
interface like Optic probe

5

Prepayment Meters
Charge
registers for
import and
export energy
for the
prepayment
account

1

Figure 1: Factors affecting SSEG customer impact on municipal revenue
Source: SALGA / GIZ SSEG Revenue Impact Model Guidelines

Bi-directional Metering
functionality and
Register requirement

1
This can be done using a spreadsheet tool developed for this purpose: Genesis, GIZ, SALGA Revenue Impact
Tool, Available online: http://cityenergy.org.za/getfile.php?id=437&category=5

6

7

8

Entry level
approach

Advance level
approach
(AMR, AMI or
Smart Metering
Systems)

Comments/ Notes

X

√

√

(All) Needed for all
levels of
bidirectional
metering

X

√

√

Only for large basic
customers
(>100Amp)

X

√

√

X

√

√

X

√

√

STS
functionality

X

√

Net Energy
register

X

√

√

√

Optional

Apparent power import
and export (+S, -S)

Bi-directional metering CHECKLIST (Feb2021)
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Intermediate
level approach

1

Abbreviations
AMI
Advanced Metering Infrastructure
AMR Automatic meter Reading
DC
Data Concentrator
DLMS Device Language Message System
PLC
Power Line Communications
SSEG Small-Scale Embedded Generation
STS
Standard Transfer Specification (secure message protocol between a POS
and meter)
TOU Time of Use

Overview
To
enable
Small-Scale
Embedded
Generation (SSEG) on municipal grids,
electricity meters must support biTO ENABLE SSEG ON MUNICIPAL
directional metering with separate import
GRIDS, ELECTRICITY METERS MUST
and export energy registers1. Such meters
SUPPORT BI-DIRECTIONAL
METERING WITH SEPARATE
may be prepayment or post-payment (i.e.
IMPORT AND EXPORT REGISTERS.
credit meters). In the case of meters
employed in post-payment mode, the billing
systems must support reverse-feed tariffs. In the case of smart prepayment
meters, they must support the configuration of charges for export energy. In order
to accommodate SSEG, municipalities should therefore specify and procure the
latest generation meter technologies that support SSEG, or at least prescribe the
minimum specification of meters to be installed by a third party.
Smart meter technologies typically include
communications infrastructure either via
data concentrator devices or point-to-point
communications with a smart meter backoffice system (described later). This
infrastructure is typically referred to as
‘Advanced Metering Infrastructure’ (AMI).
The AMI system offers significant benefits to
the municipality because it provides twoway communications to enable remote
reading of import, export and other

IF A MUNICIPALITY DOES NOT
HAVE SMART METERING
COMMUNICATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURE IN PLACE, NOR
INTENDS TO, SUITABLY
CONFIGURED BI-DIRECTIONAL
PREPAYMENT METERING MAY BE
APPROPRIATE FOR SSEG
CUSTOMERS.

1
Unless reverse-feed is being blocked, which is generally not advisable for technical and financial reasons
(there are no standards for such blocking; load-generation matching is more likely with potential anti-islanding
complications; and it is financially beneficial to accept export power and on-sell it with a profit margin)

√

Metering Guide for SSEG
(Advance) Not
needed for
residential. Can be
calculated from

1
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5. Appendices
a) Municipal Policy and By-Law approval process flowchart
Officials

Elected Councillors

Technical support
(DMRE-SALGA-SAGEN)
Formally place on future Council meeting
Agenda (otherwise can’t be discussed)

Staff capacity building

At Council meeting, when agenda item arises:

Draft SSEG Policy / By-Law
(e.g. based on AMEU-SALGA Resource Pack)

Policy / By-Law review and accept by
Elec HoD

Acceptance by Management Committee
(Mancom - Directors of all Depts)

EITHER: referred to
Exco (Mayoral Committee)
to discuss further and return with a recommendation
Can also be directly voted upon
(tho rare)

OR: referred to
Electricity Portfolio Committee
to discuss further and return with a recommendation

Sometimes goes from Portfolio Committee to Exco

Return to future Council meeting with recommendation
Council meeting vote (full meeting)

Public

Conduct public participation process and
Respond to comments
Rejected

Approved

Out for public comment for ~60 days

Submit for final approval
Comments received
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b) Typical Municipal distributor SSEG action plan template (used in training)
‘GET MOVING’ (essential steps to start
receiving applications)
ACTIVITY

1

Communicate to Industry
/ Customers that DRAFT
Requirements document
exists, and SSEG
Application
forms should be
submitted
Endorsed by SALGA-AMEU

Accept and process
Application forms
submitted
Approve upon
Commissioning, subject to
“Right to adapt rules…”
Bi-directional meters or
Reverse feed blocking
required

2

NOTES

POLICY and REGULATORY
ACTIVITY

1

NOTES

Departmental
workshop etc.
approval for Policy

2
3

LEGAL: Approval
for by-law
amendment
process

Submit to
PORTFOLIO COMMITTEE
and COUNCIL PROCESS
for approval

SSEG TARIFFS
ACTIVITY

1
2

NOTES

Draft tariffs
approved by CFO
(workshop,
present etc)
NERSA tariff
submission
NERSA APPROVAL
Tariffs on municipal
financial software

FURTHER TRAINING NEEDS (e.g.grid impact, metering,
application assessment etc.)

Technical inputs
as needed

Record approved SSEG on
spreadsheet
Source / specify
bidirectional
meters

Public
participation

APPROVAL

Technical support
33

This document describes how municipal
distributors can adjust to a future where SSEG
is a more significant part of their network. It
starts by outlining the high-level institutional
and operational changes that are necessary, and
then moves to the practicalities of the processes,
requirements, documents, and capacity needed
to accommodate SSEG onto the network. It
refers to documents endorsed by SALGA and
the AMEU for this purpose, as well as noting the
capacity building support available.

